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/// situ measurements of eompressioiKil (souiui) velocity ami attenuation were 
made in the sea floor off San Diego in water depths between 4 and 1 100 m; fre- 
qiancres were between 3.5 and 100 kll/.  Sediment types ranged from coarse sand 
to clayey silt.   These measurements, and others from the literature, allowed analyses 
of the relationship between attenuation ami frequency, relationships between attemia- 
tion and other physical properties, ami study of appropriate viscoelastic models which 
can be applied to saturated sediments.   Some conclusions are: (1) attenuation in 
dB/unit length is approximately dependent on the first power of frequency: (2) velocity 
dispersion is negligible, or absent, in water-saturated sediments; (3) intergrain 
friction appears to be. by far. the dominant cause of wave-energy damping in marine 
sediments: viscous losses due to relative movement of pore water anil mineral structure 
are probably negligible: (4) a particular viscoelastic model (and concomitant equations) 
is recommended: the model appears to apply to both water-saturated rocks ami sedi- 
ments: and (5) a method is derivetl which allows prediction of compressional-wave 
attenuation, given sediment mean grain si/e ,)r porosity. 
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SUMMARY 

I'ROBLIM 

Dclcrmiik' .nul stiuly Ihusc cluiiai-ti'iislics ol'Ilk' sea Ituor tlial allVcl llu1 tnnpaua- 
lion ol at-ouslii. iMK-i^v in Ihc sea. Support iiiuK'rvvaK'l acmisliis t'\|viiiiKMls ami IIK'HIA 

In lui nisliniL' mroiiiiallon on lllc mass phssiial propi'ilics ol soa-tlooi si'ilmu'nls; »pv 
ciricatly. stiulv llu' rclaliiviisiiips JH'tuwn livipk'ikv ami somul alKimalion. luinish values 
ol alU'tmalioii in spvcilk' sctlimcnl ly|vs. and lU-vvlop a iik'llioil lu piotlut alU'iiualion ,ii 
an\  Iri'tiiicik). linen conuiioil saliiik-nl propeilus. 

Kl SUIIS 

In situ iiu-asuiviik-nls ol \0111ul voliHtl^ ami atU-iiiialion WiK- mailc ill Ilk' va 
floor oil San l)ioj.'o irorn ilk' ii'scarch siihiiKTvihK' /)< iyn/./», .nul In MIIIM ilivinj? in 
shallow wak'i, iluriili! Ilk' jvnoil  hXid-Td    Mca^iirv'iik'iits »ere inaik- al .'.5. ~. and 
14 kil/    Vliliimnal iikasincimMiiv arc ii'jHirU'il Irom ilio \'hi2 hush program    Www: 
iik'aMiu'iik'iils. and ollk'is Irom Ilk' liK'ralnri'. .illttwvtl anal\\is of llu- rclalioiistnp Ivlvuvn 
allcimalioti and fn-tpk-ikv. ami stiitlv ol appropnaU' visiodavlk MUHIOIN uliuli iaii lu- 
applial lo saitiratitl saliiik'iils.    \it iiiuli'r%(aihlin}' ol ilk ri'Ulioiisliips lvl«ivn aiuima- 
lion and ollki pli\sk,d proivrllcs, sikh as jjrain M/C ami porosilj. allows sliulx ol ilk- 
(.aiiM's of alU'tniaium, ii|v>n whkh prv'ilklioiis can Ik' hasal 

Ilk- Inllowmy MM imporlanl «.oikhiMons lOikvinmu souml alli-mialion and ivlalal 
proporiks of siM-floor H'iliiik-nts. 

• A iik'lhiul is di-nu-d wlikli allows pralklion ol alU'tliMlion, t'lVi-n sulnikiil 
Dk'.ni grain si/o or |K»r«»sily 

• AlK-iuialion is ivlali'd. approvimaldy. lo ilk- lust P«IWIM ol lu-iiiuiux. Ilial is. 
in Ilk' opialion. a     kf". n is aluml I. wliuv n is alUiuialion of lompivssional 
(soundl wau's in III\IIH-IS per iik'K'i. k is a lOiManl which applies lo a i'ivcii 
scdnik-nl l\pc. /. Ihc livipicikA  in kiloluil/. and n is Ilk- cvpoiicill ol fiopkikv 

• llk'iv is no si^mlkatil (lc|viitU-ncc of somul U-I<MIV on liitpicnc.N ("u'locilx 
dispersion") from a lew heil/ lo Ihe mejiahcrl/ lant'e. 

• A visenelaslie moilel is iccommcmled in whkh Ihe I amc el.islie IIKUIIIII. /< and 
A. aie replaced In eomples moduli I// ♦ /^'i and (A ♦ / V I. in whkh ji. >. and 
densily iiovern wave velocil\ and ///' and /X' goU'rn cner^v danipiti)V   In this 

in 
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nuulcl. aflor cliiuinatins iictiligihle factors, nifrgy ilampinj; (as cxprcssal by liK- 
(|uality factor. C-*. ll'«-' specific attenuation lactm. \!Q. or the loprillimic ilecre 
ment) is iiulepenilent of fiet|iieiic.v (in the range of most interest in mulerwater 
acoustics), ami linear attenuation (expressed, fo»- example, in decibels per meter) 
is proportional to the first power of frequency, and velocity dispersion is negli- 
gihie or absent. 

•  I nergy losses due to intergrain friction appear to be. In far. the dominant 
cause of altenualion in waler-viliiraleil sediineiils.   Viscous Ktsscs due to 
relative movement of |x»re water and niineral frame are piobablv negligible 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

AddiliiMial in ulu measuremenls shouUI he nude of aliemialion m sea-lloor sedi- 
ments, in various sedimenlan eii\ir«*miieiits. .nul at low lret|ueiiiies (,i leu hett/ to 
5 kll/l.   Such iiieaMirements will allow (at lre«|iieiicK-s ol most interesti    111 better 
definition of the reljlions between altenualion and lret|iieiu\. (2) iinpio\einent ol the 
methotl. i'roiHisetl herein, of prediclion of allenualion. and l.^l delerinmation of envi- 
ronmenlal ditrerences. if any. of atleniiation in various common sediment ivpes 

Ihe tiradienls «tf altenualion with depth in lliick vdiment sections and the filler- 
effects of various wdimenl lavers should be nieasiired and studied. 
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INTRODUCTION 

in the sea floor off San Diego, iluhnti lire perioil l%() to l()70, in silu mcasuro- 
monts were matlo of the atlemiation of eompressional (souiul) waves in marine seiliments. 
Measurements in deep water were made from aboard a deep-divine snhmersihle. in shallow 
water, scuba divers were used.   In this program, probes were inserted into the sea floor 
and eompressional-wave velocity and attenuation (hereafter called "velocity" and "attenua- 
tion") were measured at three frequencies (3.5, 7. and 14 kilz) without removing the 
probes from the sediment.  This report also includes a lew measurements at 25 kll/. from 
the bathyscaph Trieste program in l%2. and re-cvaluated measurements of attenuation at 
100 kll/ from an earlier scuba diving program (Ref. I ). 

/// sim measurements from the above programs and other laboratory and /// silu 
measurements of atlemiation found in the literature allow study of the dependence of 
attenuation on frequency and dispersion (if any) of compressional-wave velocity. 

The relationships between frequency and compressional-wave velocity and attenua- 
tion have important implications in forming parameters for permissible theoretical elastic 
or viscoelastic models for water-saturated, porous sediments. 

The objectives of this study are to:   ( I ) report /// silu measured values of velocity, 
attenuation, and associated physical properties (/.('..density, porosity, grain si/.c) of 
marine sediments; (2) assemble and analy/e pertinent literature data on attenuation: 
(3) discuss tlie relationships between frequency, velocity, attenuation, and other physical 
properties: (4) discuss the causes of attenuation in saturated sediments; (5) discuss elastic 
and viscoelastic models which can be applied to marine sediments; and (ft) suggest a method 
to predict attenuation in marine sediments, given frequency and common physical proper- 
ties, such as porosity and grain si/e. 

I XPI RIMINTAL FINDINGS 

INTRODUCTION 

Three sets of//; situ measurements (made by the writer) of the attenuation of 
eompressional waves are listed in Tables I and 2 and plotted versus frequency in Figs. 1 
and 2.   In addition, some in situ and laboratory measurements from the literature are 
listed in Tables 3 and 4. and plotted in lig. 2.   I or comparison and later discussions, all 
values are listed (many re-computed) in decibels per meter.  The equations showing de- 
pendence of attenuation on frequency are listed in the form 

a - A/" ; I) 
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I.ihli' 2. In Sim AlU'iui.iliiui. Wloiity. and Other I'hysiiul I'mpcrtii's ol Si'iliincnhOlt S.m Ukpr, l'JSft l*»iptain.' 

Sodmicnt lypi' 

S;iml 

CiKiist; 
Vk'iltum 
lllll' 

Wt\ tlnv 

S.iiuly sill 

Silly «ami 

Sill 

Samlsillil i\ 

Chiyi'y Mit 

Nu. nl 

Stalinns 

I 
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17 
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Wutei 
Diplh 
linl 

:II 

ll» 
III 
Id 

Ü 

17 

15 

17 

NKMII (»tain 
Di.iintti'r 

i   ■ 

a    '      nun 

0.7'» 
1.4') 
:.4(. 
»16 

4M 

5.07 

5.5.' 

5.115 

(.10 

l).57H3 
0.2517 
0.1KI7 
Olli1» 

0.II5.U 

O.lU'J« 

O.O.Mh 

0.0.102 

0.0I4(. 

DciiMly 
Igm/ciu-'l 

2.im() 
2.000 

1.926 
1.938 

1 K60 

1.6 HO 

1.69(1 

1.721 

1 60(1 

IViroMty 
c; i 

Vi'lmily 
(lll/sfl ) 

AlU'llll 
at 

atlini (ilH/ml 
1(1(1 kll/ 

.1HJ 
40.9 
46.7 
47.4 

51.2 

61 J 

609 

5K.(( 

65.6 

1752 
16,«) 
I6S4 
1667 

1619 

1537 

1465 

1490 

1464 

5.V1 
47 J 
52 1 
55.9 

74 J 

60.9 

15.9 

59.7 

ISO 

where 

Au'mju'd i.iliii'N lur IUIIIIIHT ol stations iiuliiali'd   All statiuns ociiipii'il In sciiha divers. 

a is atteiuialion of comprcssioiial waves, db/ni 

A is a constant 

/ is frei]iicncy, kHz 

/; is tiie exponent of frequency 

IN SITU Ml-ASURIMENTS 

1966-1970 Program. 

The equipment ami methods used to make in situ measurements of velocity and 
attenuation from a submersilile have been described and diagrammed in a previous report 
(Ref. 2).   In general, the equipment consisted of three stainless-steel probes. 7 cm in 
diameter, fastened to a 2-m-loilg, rigid beam in such a manner that when the beam is on 
the sea floor, the probes are inserted a variable, pre-set depth into the sediment.   This 
depth varied from 30 to dO cm during the several submersible dives.   Three barium- 
titanate transducers were used, one as a sound source and two as receivers.   Velocity was 
determined by measuring travel time over a l-m path between the receivers.   Attenuation 
was measured in decibels relative to that in the bottom water (assumed lo be zero for 
1 m).   Both velocity and attenuation were measured at 3.5, 7. and 14 kll/. without dis- 
turbing the probes.* Coring tubes attached to each end of the rigid beam obtained sedi- 
ment samples for laboratory analyses.   Sediment properties were obtained by standard 
laboratory procedures.   Variations and inter-relationships of these properties as well as 
sediment nomenclature were discussed in Ref. 3. 

• llio subimfstlik Dn/islür 4000, from whuh «imi- ol the nioasiiri'iiu'iits wore made, amid not always inseit 
the prohes lo inaviimim penetration reipiired to obtain ine.iMireinents at .V5 kll/. 
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lahk' .V Laboratory Altnuialion ami Uthcr I'liysical Properties 
orSoilimciils OITSan Diego 1 rum Kef. IS. 

Seiliment Type 

Saiul 
Meüiuiii 
I ine 

Siltv saiul 

Saruly silt 

Silt 

Clayey silt 

Clayey silt 

No. ot 
Stations 

13 
\i 

1 

4 

S 

4 

II 

Mean (irain 
Dia meter 

<1> mm 

1.44 0J6K6 
2.49 0.1 7Kt) 

2.W 0.125'» 

4.57 0.0421 

5.27 0.025*) 

(.Jl 0.0126 

7.51 00055 

Density 
(gni/iiii-') 

2.0114 39.1 
1 %(l 43 6 

1.7% 53.2 

1.7.17 5 7.4 

1.653 615 

1 (.1)5 65.5 

1 .136 so.o 

I'orosily 
C) 

.         . 

Velocity Attemi 
23"(' 

(m/sce) 
dB/m 

1737 9.4 
1693 9.6 

1551 20.6 

1541 ll.K 

154S 7.« 

150« 2.S 

1495 1.6 
  

kHz 

26.6 
26.0 

23.9 

23.6 

24.2 

23.2 

22.X 

Averaged values lor numtier ot stations indiialed; velocity and attenuation lor the second reso- 
nant mode (201) only. 

The sann.' probes were used in shallow water.   Openitinj» I'rom a small hoat. divers 
observed the sea floor, took samples, and helped insert the probes into the sediment. 

The results of the above measurements and subsequent sediment laboratory analy- 
ses are listed in Table I. and the attenuation versus I'recptenev data are plotted in Pigs. I 
a ml 2. 

1962 Program 

In l%2. veloeity and attenuation measurements were made at 25 kll/ from the 
balhyseaph Irivsiv and from a small boat in shallow water.   The equipment methods. 
and results ol lire veloeity measurements were reported in Ret. 4.   The probes used (or 
these measurements were an earlier model of those used in the l(U)h-70 projiram; field 
methods were the same. 

The few attemialion measurements made durinj» this program (not previously re- 
ported I are listed in Table I and plotted versus frequeney in ligs. I and 2. 

1956 Projiram 

In l()5f>. sound veloeity and allenuation measurements were reported for a num- 
ber of/// situ and laboratory measurements in shallow water off San Diego (Kefs. I and 5). 

/// situ velocity measurements were made at 100 kll/.  The equipment and methods 
have been reported (Kef. I).   In general, the equipment consisted of two probes secured 
through a rigid base so (hat. when inserted (> in. (15 cm) into the sea-floor sediment (by 
divers), velocity and wave-amplitude measurements could be made over a I-ft (30 cm) 
path length.   At the same stations, small containers (10 cm long and 5 cm in diameter) 
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nent of Ireiiueney. 
Notes: 

I. MeCann aiul MeCann (Ret. K): in silu. land aiul l>eaeh; veloeity given at 2()'('; 5 to 5(1 kll/. 
2  Mel eroy ami Del oaeh (KeT 20); lalioralory; lieaeh sand ami St. Andrew Hay, I loriila; 15 to 

1500 kll/. veloeity l'roin measured ratio. 
3. Wood and Weslon (Ref. 4);;/; \ilir, tidal mud flat, I msworlh. I nj!lajld,4 to 50 kll/; veloeity from 

measured ratio. 
4. Hennett (Ret. 12);/// silu (refleelion teeliiiii|iie); North Atlantie and Mediterranean; 4a   12 kll/; 

4lv 40 to 400 11/. 

5. lewisiRef. 14);«/.«/« (best measureineiits); shallow water off I'uerto Ruo; 5 to 50 kll/ 
6. MeCann and MeCann (Ref S); laboratory .eight eore samples, North Atlantie. earbonale < 5   . 

36KklI/. 

7a. Clonska (Ref. 10); in situ, shallow Haltie Sea; veloeity from measured ratio (Station 32). 
7b. llonska (Ref. 10); in silu. shallow North and Haltie Seas; average lor all stations with veloeity ralie 

less than 1.(10; 250 kll/; veloeity from measured ratio. 

S  Sehirmer (Ref. I 1 1;/// v;///; shallow Haltie Sea (1 station); veloeity from measured ratio. 

were insortocl hy Imml into the sediment tor Milisequeiil laboratory measurements of 
veloeity and attenuation hy means of a resonant-ehaniher method (Refs. ft and 7). 

In Ref. I. velocities were reported for both the in situ probe and laboratory 
resonant-chamber methods.   Values of alteiuiation (at 23 to 40 kll/.) were reported for 
the resoiKint-chamber method. 

Durinji the /// s/7// probe measure me ills at 100 kll/., the amplitude of the received 
wave was measured on the oscilloscope face in both bottom water and sediment;  three 
to five separate measurements were made at each station.   These amplitudes were reported 
(Ref. I. Table II) as "20 loj! (amplitude water/amplitude sediment)", and not ;is linear 
alteiuiation. because of uncertainlies concerniii}' impedance loading on the transducers in 
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the two mediu.   Re-cvaluation of the method and results indicates these data ian he 
identified as attenuation in the sediments.   The hasie data have been re-analy/ed and 
extrapolated to I in and are listed in the form of deeihels per meter in Table 2: attenua- 
tion versus frequency is plotted in Figs. I and 2. 

MEASUREMENTS FROM THE LITERATURE UN SITU) 

In situ measurements of sound attenuation in marine sediments are relatively rare 
compared with measurements of other properties of sediments.   Those of the writer are 
noted above,   in this section, brief resumes of other in sim measurements in the literature 
will be presented.   Included are //; situ measurements on land in some water-saturated 
sediments and sedimentary rocks, which may be pertinent to lower layers of the sea floor 
or to later discussions.   These attenuation measurements are plotted versus frequency in 
Fig. 2, and listed in Tables 3 and 4a, b.   For those studies in which equations are given 
(e.g.. Reis. S and ()). points are plotted in Fig. 2 for the lowest anil highest frequencies 
and an intermediate frequency. 

Wood and Weston (Ref. •>) made /// situ measurements of attenuation (4 to 
50 kHz) in tidal mud flats in Fmsworth Harbor, Fnglaiul.   Maximum distance between 
probes wa-. IXU It (55 m); probe penetration was about 0.5 m. 

Ulonska (Ref. 10) and Schirmer (Ref. 1 1 ) measured, //; situ, compressional velocity 
and attenuation in shallow-water sediments in the Baltic Sea at sediment depths of about 
2 in. Ulonska's measurements were over a 0.5-m path at 250 kHz; Schirmer's over a I 2-m 
path at about I kHz. 



McC'ann and McCann (Rcf. 8) reported in situ measurements in water-saturated 
land and beach sediments at a mean sediment depth ol 2 m.   l-'requcncies were between 
5 and 50 kHz. 

Bennett (Ref. 12), usint; reflection techniques from a surface vessel, computed 
values of attenuation at 12 kll/., and between 40 and ()00 11/, for sediments in the North 
Atlantic and Mediterranean. 

Tullos and Reid (Ref. 13) measured attenuation in Gulf of Mexico coastal sedi- 
ments (clay-sand) of Pleistocene age in three depth intervals to 1000 ft (305 m); fre- 
quencies were between 50 and 400 11/..   Measurements in the depth interval of 7.5 to 
110 ft (2 to 34 m) are listed in Table 4b. 

Lewis (Ref. 14) measured attenuation, /// situ, at one station in shallow water off 
Puerto Rico by inserting probes into the sediment: frequencies were 5 to 50 kHz.  The 
data were scattered, but Lewis believed they represented a dependency of attenuation on 
frequency to the first power. 

There are several studies from Russian literature listed in Table 4b.   Zhadin (in 
Ref. 15) reported attenuation in "water-saturated clay" in the depth range of 0-20 m. 
No frequency is given, but is presumed to be in the seismic range.   Zemtsov (Ref. Id) 
reports his own studies of attenuation in the frequency range of 5 to 50 M/ in "sedi- 
mentary strata" and notes attenuation versus frequency equations from I'pinatyeva and 
Ber/on in similar materials; values are shown at 30 Hz in l"ig. 2. 

MEASUREMENTS FROM THE LITERATURE (LABORATORY) 

It is possible, but difficult, to make valid laboratory measurements of attenuation 
in natural or artificial water-saturated sediments.    Even when valid measurements are 
made in some experimental materials, the results cannot always be extrapolated to natural 
marine sediments.   Some of these difficulties are noted below. 

One of the chief difficulties in measuring attenuation in "water-saturated" labo- 
ratory samples is air entrapped in the pore spaces of artificial sediments, or air or gas 
from organic materials in natural sediment samples transported to the laboratory.   When 
air or gas is present in "water-saturated" sediments, the measured attenuation is apt to be 
too high and velocity too low (depending on frequency and bubble size).   The experi- 
ences of Wood and Weston (Ref. ')) with sands and muds are instructive in this matter. 

Some artificial sediments are not truly analogous to natural sediments.   1'or ex- 
ample, kaolinite in distilled water containing a deflocculent acts as a Newtonian fluid 
without rigidity, whereas in a flocculated structure, rigidity is present (Ref. 17).   As dis- 
cussed in a later section, the relation of atlenuation with frequency differs in the two 
cases.   A favored laboratory material is round-grained quart/ sand (e.g.. St. Peter's sand). 



Tliis nuiteml IKIS loss ripWity ami iillcmuiliun tlun llio inoro comnutn, unguliiritniiiii'il 
natural samls (iliscussoil below). 

Sonu' lahoratory moasuroiiK'nts in natural mariiu' saliiiK-nls of paiticulat si^inli- 
cancc to the prownt stmly arc noted ami hiiol'ly lUscussi'il in this section, 

Sluimway (Kef. IS) used a resonanl-eliainber techni(|ue to measure attenuation 
and velocity at various l're(|uencies hetween 21) and 41) kil/.  The basic theory and e(|ui|v 
ment were reported in Rets. (> and 7.   These measurements have been widely relerenced. 
and values extrapolated to other Ireiiuencies. 

Unrortunalely, Sluimway's measurements, alone, cannot be uwil t«» determine 
Irequeiicy and attenuation relationships, although in a mnnber of samples, measurements 
were made at two or three frequencies.   A detailed exami.ution of the published data 
and the unpublished records of measurements (in the writer's files) reveals numerous 
experimental errors.  These errors are evident lor the following reasons:  (I) in individual 
samples where attenuation was measured at two or three frequencies, there are !<> cases 
(in Kef. IS) in which attenuation chinvsccl with increasing frequencies, a result incon- 
sonant with all theory and other experiments in similar materials, and (2) even with these 
l() cases eliminated, computations of the frequency dependence of attenuation (in the 
form: a = kf") revealed that the exponent n varied in similar sediment types (having 
similar physical properties) as follows:   sand (0.^ to 3.1). sandy sill and silly sand (0.S 
to 2.')). and clayey silt (O.d to }.4).   Neither theory nor oilier experiments in similar 
materials support these variations. 

The causes of the above-noted experimental errors are unknown.   Sluimway's 
samples were excellent.   Most were taken in situ by divers and never exposed to air prior 
to measurement.   These errors may be. in part, related to the method.   Sluimway noted 
(Ret. (>. p. 3IS) that the resonant-chamber method assumes samples with no. or negligible, 
rigidity.   This may he true in some shallow-water sill-clays, hut not in sands and silty 
sands.   (See. for example, data in Ret. I'M    In addition, not all resonant modes were of 
equal reliability.  Touiis (Ref. 7) suggested that the secoiul resonant mode (201 ) was most 
reliable. 

However. Sluimway's attenuation data (Kef. IS) can probably be used, selectively, 
by averaging values for general sediment types; hopefully, experimental errors will cancel 
out.   I'or comparison with the in situ measurements off San Diego (presented herein) and 
with other values from the literature, the writer averaged attenuation values (and other 
properties) at the second resonant mode for various sediment typesoff San Diego; the 
are listed in Table 3 and plotted in lig. 2. 

se 

McLeroy and DeLoach (Kef. 20) measured (in the lahoratory) sound speed and 
attenuation, from 15 to 1500 kHz, in natural sediments from sites in St. Andrew Hay. 
Panama City. Florida, and in sand from a (iulf of Mexico heach.   They noted no indica- 
tion of en'rapped gases.   These measurements are listed in fable 4a and plotted in lig. '. 



I he uiuiMUilly low dciiMlk's ami comiHitcil «hy llic wnlvi) Uigh |u>rosilics ut the |i.iy .^li- 
inciUs arc IHM typical ol most opcii-ocoaii M'tliiiicnts, 

Ilk' euvllcnl stuily of attciKiation in mariiK' salimcnts by McCann ami McCann 
(Kof. K) has hi'i'il iioti'il in the scdion on in \ilu nicasiircnicnls. These writers also mea- 
siireii attenuation at MM kll/ in viliment cores Irom the North Atlantic. Most ol these 
sediments contained appreciahle amounts of calcium carbonate. There is some indication 
that attenuation in this type ol' sediment may be higher than in non-calcareous clay-silts 
with similar grain sizes ami porosities. Because calcareous sediments are not included in 
this report, an average value of attenuation for eight clay samples with less than 5 percent 
carbonate is listed in Cable 4a and plotted in Tig. I. 

DISCUSSION AND CONC LUSIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of clastic and viscoelastic models which can be applied to dry and 
saturated porous rock and sediments has umccrned a large number of scientists and 
engineers.   Many of these studies have considered the extent to which these media can 
be described by the equations of llookean elasticity or by those of the Kelvin-Voigt, 
Maxwell, or other viscoelastic models.   It is somewhat surprising, therefore, to discover 
such a wide diversity of models, equations, and opinions on such an important subject. 
In the case of water-saturated natural sediments, the reason for this diversity appears to 
be that, until recently, experimental evidence capable of restricting model parameters has 
been scarce.   In the following discussion (unless otherwise noted) it is assumed that the 
medium is a ctorous. uncemented mineral structure, fully saturated with water.   The stress 
is that of a compression;!I or shear wave of low amplitude, and strains are of the order of 
K)*1. or less.  Wavelengths are much greater than grain si/e. otherwise Rayleigh scattering 
can occur; and attenuation is related to the fourth power of frequency (see, for example. 
Ret. 21). 

The equations of llookean elasticity do not account for energy damping.   Conse- 
quently, an adequate model must be anelastic if energy damping is considered.   In the 
selection of an appropriate anelastic model, a critical factor is the extent of relative move- 
ment of pore water and mineral particles.   If the pore water moves significantly relative 
to mineral structure, then viscous damping and velocity dispersion must be considered. 
If the pore water does not move significantly with respect to the solids, there is negligible. 
or no. velocity dispersion, and energy damping is not dependent on viscosity of pore 
water ami permeability of the mineral structure.  The dependence of energy damping on 
frequency is different in the two cases.   Consequently, two critical parameters for anelas- 
tic models are velocity dispersion, if any, and the dependence of energy damping on 
frequency.   In the next section, the experimental evidence concerning these two factors 
will be reviewed.   In following sections, a particular anelastic model is recommended, ami 
the relationships between attenuation and other physical properties and the causes of 
attenuation will be discussed.   In the last section, a method for predicting attenuation 
(given grain si/e and sediment |>orosity) will be discussed. 



SOME PARAMETERS OF ELASTIC AND VISCOELASTIC 
MODELS FOR SATURATED SEDIMENTS 

Introduction 

Recent cxpcrhiKMihil studies in wave velocities und attenuation and in dynamic 
rigidity have placed important restrictions on probable (and possible) elastic and visco- 
elastic models for water-saturated sediments.   These parameters merit a more extended 
review because of their importance in geophysical studies.  Additionally, the concepts 
and statements of this paper require documentation.   These restrictions apply to porous 
sediments saturated with water, and without a gas phase, when wavelengths are much 
greater than grain sizes.  The frequency range is from a few hertz to several hundred kilo- 
hertz. or into the megahertz range. These restrictions are concerned with the question of 
the dependence, if any, of velocity on frequency ("velocity dispersion"), and the depen- 
dence of wave-energy damping, or attenuation, on frequency.   In the following sections, 
these restrictions will be documented and discussed. 

Velocity Dispersion 

A number of investigators have measured compressional- and shear-wave velocities 
in rocks (laboratory and /// situ).   Most have concluded that there is no (or negligible) 
measurable velocity dispersion in the range from seismic frequencies into the megahert/ 
range.   Examples include work and reviews by Wylie it al. (Ref. 22). Birch (Ref. 2^). 
Peselnick and Outerbridge (Ref. 24), White (Ref. 25). and Press (Ref. 2(>). 

Most viscoelastic models requiring a dependence of velocity on frequencv include 
movement of pore water relative to the mineral frame, which, in turn, causes water vis- 
cosity and sediment permeability to be important factors.  Sands have relatively high 
permeability, large grain size, and interconnecting pores; consequently, these models indi- 
cate maximum velocity dispersion in sands.   It is therefore instructive to examine the 
experimental evidence regarding velocity dispersion in sands across wide frequency ranges. 

Mecause permeability is a factor in some models, it is pertinent thai Wylie ct al. 
(Ref. 21) found that velocity through water-saturated glass beads of various sizes was un- 
affected as permeability varied by a factor of 4.6 X |04. 

No velocity dispersion was measured in clean, round-grained sands in the laboratory 
by Munter c-l al. (Ref. 27) over the range 7 to 73 kHz; llardin and Richarl (Ref. 28). 0.2 
to 2.5 kHz; Nolle cl al (Ref. 2t>). 200 to 1000 kHz; and Schön (Ref. M)). 20 to 04 kHz. 

in round-grained, pure quartz sands in distilled water at porosities of }(\ percent, 
Shumway (Ref. IS, p. 463) and Nolle et al. (Ref. 21') measured compressional velocities 
of 1744 m/sec (26 kHz) and 1740 m/sec (400 to 1000 kHz), respectively. 



In soil incclninics invostigations in situ in samls. Iow-rrcqucticy vibrations were 
used in studies by Barkan (Kef. 31) and Jones (Ref. 32) to measure sbear-wave velocities 
(Jones' measurements also included clay-silt).   No velocity dispersion was measured in 
tbe irequency range from 10 to 400 11/. 

Ideally, to test tor velocity dispersion, measurements should be made on the same 
sample in the laboratory, or /// situ in the same sediment, by merely changing the fre- 
quency.   In natural sands this has been done in the laboratory and in situ.   In the labo- 
ratory, McLeroy and DeLoach (Ref. 20) measured a ratio (velocity in sediment/velocity 
in water) of 1.18C) in medium sand over a frequency range of 15 to 1500 kHz.   //; situ 
McCann and McCann (Ref. 8) reported no velocity dispersion in fine or very fine sands 
between 5 and 50 kHz.   During the I'HO measurements off San Diego reported herein, 
special tests were made in fine sand at four stations to determine the presence or absence 
of velocity dispersion between 3.5 and 14 kHz.   The results indicated no measurable 
velocity dispersion between these frequencies. 

In natural saturated sands it is difficult to compare velocity measurements in dif- 
ferent samples or from dilferenl stations because of the effects on velocity of grain size 
and shape, porosity, .nul other factors.   (I'or a discussion of these, see Ret. 3.) However, 
the following in \iiu measure me nts (corrected lo 23ü() indicate no significant velocity 
dispersion in natural line sind over a frequency range from 14 It) KM) kHz: 

Suuitv Vi ol si.iiitiii\ VckuHV l\>l(lvlU I IO<|UlaIU\ 
(in wM l   t till/1 

hi'M-nt sttuh h I7IJ 4t> 7 14 
Kol   I 17 1704 4*7 UNI 
Rol  K 1742 410 5-50 

In very fine sand. McCann and McCann measured a velocity of I7|(> (poiosity. 43.3 per- 
cent) at frequencies between 5 and 50 kHz. 

In high-porosity silt-clays in the laboratory and in the field, compressional velocity 
is usually less in the sediment than it is in the water, and no velocity dispersion is indi- 
cated over very wide frequency ranges.   The evidence is summarized in Table 5.   Velocity 
data are presented as the ratio:   velocity in sediment/velocity in water.   As discussed in 
Ref. 3, this ratio remains the same in both the laboratory and the surficial sediments of 
the sea floor. 

Some recent experiments in artificial clays in the laboratory have implications for 
studies of possible shear-wave velocity dispersion.   Cohen (Ref. 17) measured complex 
rigidity (/u + /ju') in flocculated kaolinite in distilled water.   Both M and in' were inde- 
pendent of frequency in the range H.b to 43.2 kHz.  Ilardin and Black (Ref. 40). using 
a vibration technique to measure dynamic rigidity in kaolinite in distilled water, demon- 
strated that dynamic rigidity was independent of wave amplitude, in their samples, at 
amplitudes less than lO4, and independent of frequency between 200 and 300 Hz.   No 
dispersion in dynamic rigidity,/u, indicates no dispersion in shear-wave velocity. 
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ial'li" S. Siiminary u( Ratios ol'('nnipri'«si»iial-Wavf Vdodtk's (I'., Si'iliiiniii/ly, WaUr) 
in Ilifli-Pofwily Sill-Clays at Vani..is |rei|ui*iiciv». 

Material Velocity Katio 1 rei|iieiicv Noli 

Kiuiliiiitv in ilistillod water 0.47 to().9'> 1 MID 

Kaolinilc in clislillcd water 0.97 loO.W 9|o4.UII/ 

Doep-sea elay slurry 0.97 .'8 kID 

Sand-silt-day 0.98 I4kll/ 

Clayey silt, San Diego rroupli 0,98 JJlo 40 kID 

Clayey silt. San Dtepu Twugli 0.98 25 Ml/ 

Clayey sill, San Diego Trough 0,98 14 kID 

Clay-silt, St. Andrew Hay 0.997 15 to 1501) kll/ ft 
Silt, clayey silt, eontincntal shelf 0.992 2 MID 7 

Silt-clays, continental shell' 0.994 2 MID 8 

Silly clay, continental shell 0.994 200 kll/ 9 

Deep-sea sill-da> 0.977 .10 to 200 ID 10 

Deep-sea sill-clay 0.980 .10 to 200 11/ II 
Deop-sca silt-day 0.985 200 kll/ 9 

Deep-sea clay 0.975 200 kll/ 9 

Deep-sea silt-clay (1 micron) 0.977 400 kll/ 12 
Deep-sea sill-clay (2 microns) 0,987 400 kll/ 12 
Deep-sea sill-clay 0.986 400 kll/ 13 
"Low-velocity layer." continental shell 0.980 250 kll/ 14 

Notes: 
1. Crick (Ref. .!.!); ratio dependent on concentration of solids 
2. Cohen (Ref. 17); ratio dependent on concentration of solids. 
.V Shuniway (Ref. IK); resonant chaniher; laboratory 
4. Marnillon. this report;/» situ measurements. 
5. Hamilton (Ref. i);iit silu nieasiiremcnts. 
6  Md eroy and Del nach (Ref. 20); lahoratory samples from St Aiulie» Hay. I la 
7. Bicda (Ref. 34); tops of 5 cores off Southern California. 
8. 1 asswell (Ref. 35); 9 cores, tidal mud Hat. Southern California. 
9. Hamilton (Ref. 3); lahoratory: samples from North Pacific 

10. fry and Raitt (Ret  3h): reflection techniiiiio; deep Pacific. 
I I   Hout/ and I wing (Ref. 37); reflection technuiue; deep Atlantic 
12. Horn il al (Ref 38); laboratory; core samples from North Pacific 
13. Schreiher (Ref, 39); lops of 10 cores off Hawaii. 
14. I'lonska (Ret. Id), in situ measurements, shallow North and Haltic Seas 

Hampton (Ref. 41) mc;isurod compivssional velocity and attcmiation in artificial 
sediments and reported a marked velocity dispersion (4 to 6 percent) in silt-clays between 
frequencies of 3 to 200 kHz.   In his low-freciuency measurements (3 to 30 kll/) in floc- 
culated kaolinite in distilled water, lie reported (Kef. 41. I ifi. I I I anomalously low 
velocity ratios (O.4).} to 0.94) and unusually high attenuation values (Ref. 41. p. SXd). The 
experimental evidence of other investigators (r.i,'.. Refs. 17 and 33) in the same, or similar, 
materials and at the same frequencies, in both the laboratory and field (see Table 5). does 
not support Hampton's reported low velocity ratios or velocity dispersion.   There is a 
possibility that his clay-water, artificial sediments were not air or gas free. 

In summary, the following can be concluded in regard to velocity dispersion in 
saturated sediments, in sands, a number of studies (cited above) have reported no dis- 
persion over restricted frcqu-ncy ranges.   These studies and comparison of the values of 
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velocity in simihir samis at ilitTcrcnt frequencies, as above, indicate that velocity disper- 
sion, if present, is negligibly small from a few kilohertz to the nreguhertz range.   The 
evidence (as in Table 5) iiulicates that velocity dispersion ir higher porosity silt-clays, if 
present, is negligible over a frequency range from less than I kHz to 2 MHz.   However, 
it nuist be stated (as a reviewer pointed out) that most of the quoted tests of velocity 
dispersion were made over only an order of magnitude of frequencies or less, which is 
not necessarily enough to show dispersion.   In other words, it cannot be stated on the 
basis of present experimental evidence that velocity dispersion is non-existent, especially 
over very wide frequency ranges (from a few hertz to several megahertz). 

Energy Damping 

The relationship between frequency and wave-energy loss, or damping, is a critical 
parameter in selection of an appropriate anelastic model lor any medium,   Recent reviews 
have summarized a large number of laboratory and field studies of wave-energy losses in 
rocks in which the specific attenuation factor, \/(J. and the logarithmic decrement have 
been shown to be approximately independent of frequency over a range of at least 10s Hz 
(Refs. 25 and 42-45). Attwell and Ramana (Ref. 45) included some sediment data. 

Hvidence that the specific attenuation factor. 1/^. is independent of frequency 
implies that attenuation, a, in decibels/unit length, increased linearly with frequency./ 
{e.g., Ref. 25, p. lW.   Recent summaries of work in this field, in the case of compres- 
sional waves (Refs. 25. 43, and 45). indicate that, for most rocks, there is a small varia- 
tion around linearity in the range of frequencies of most interest in underwater acoustics 
and marine geophysics; that is, in the relationship a = kf", the exponent n is approxi- 
mately 1.   These studies included dry rocks (usual in the laboratory) and //; situ measure- 
ments in rock strata which, below groundwater levels, are saturated. 

Some recent studies of attenuation in saturated sediments which are pertinent to 
the present report have been noted in a previous section and their results presented in 
tables and figures.   Of special interest in these studies, and in the measurements of this 
report, is the dependence of attenuation on frequency.   In the following paragraphs the 
current experimental evidence on this subject will be reviewed. 

In examining the dependence of attenuation on frequency, it is important to 
recognize that, in natural marine sediments, each set of measurements and resulting 
equation ic.i;.. a - A/") is apt to be unique.   The reasons for this phenomenon will be 
discussed below: but in general, the important variables involve the varying sediment 
structures, porosity, grain si/e and shape, interpartide contacts and surface areas in sands 
and coarse silts, and physicochemical forces (cohesion) in the fine silts and clays.   These 
variable factors result in much scatter of measured values of attenuation in similar sedi- 
ments (Tables 1-4), and consequent scatter in computed values of the constant k.   Also, 
because of the difficulties of making accurate measurements of attenuation in natural 
sediments (//; situ or laboratory), it is to be expected that computed values of the expo- 
nent of frequency. /;, will vary.   As a result, generalized statements about the exact de- 
pendence of attenuation on frequency nuist be qualified and. as far as justifiable, a 
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statistical approach Ibllowod In studying data (which was the approach of Attwcil and 
Ramami. Ref. 45). 

The important factor in predicting attenuation and extrapolating to various fre- 
quencies is the exponent of frequency, n (in the equation ahove).   Also, this exponent 
is a critical parameter for selecting appropriate anelastic models which can be applied to 
saturated sediments.   In Tables I and 4a are values of» for measurements made at two 
or more frequencies in a single sample or sediment type by an individual experimenter. 
In Table 4b, values are given for   some low-frequency measurements in sediments or 
sedimentary rock sections (some of the reports did not specify the degree of lithifica- 
tion).   Some of the measurements in Table 4b may be pertinent to lithified or semi- 
lithified. deeper layers in the sea floor.   As can be seen in Tables I and 4, measured 
values of /; in these natural sediments, from widely scattered geographic areas, vary 
closely around I for a wide variety of deepwater and shallow-water sediments and over 
a wide frequency range. 

Computations were made (Table b. Part A) which interrelated in situ measure- 
ments in similar sediments from various experiments conducted by the writer in the sea 
floor off San Diego (Tables 1, 2).   i his allowed extension of the frequency range: fre- 
quencies usually included 3.5, 7, 14, 25, and 100 kHz.   Off Mission Beach, attenuation 
data for two stations came from Ref. I, Table II.   The in situ data for "Same area off 
Mission Beach" and "San Diego Trough" involved only two or three stations in each 
area.   In these locations the values of// (rounded to two decimals in the tabk^lare 1.007. 
1.024, 0.947, and 0,969.  The data for "General sediment type" for fine s;iiid involved 
24 stations; the value of« is 1.007. 

In Table 6. Part B. the writer's /'/; situ measurements (Tables 1, 2. and d. Part A) 
were combined with averaged laboratory values for general sediment types off San Diego 
(Table 3) from Ref. 18.   The value of// for 37 stations in fine sand is 0.992; for medium 
sand at 16 stations. // is 0.9X2. 

Because of the larger number of stations, the data for "(ieneral sediment type" 
in Table 6 are considered more reliable:   1.007, 0.9'}2, 0.9X2.   As in previous tables, the 
values of// vary closely around 1, with the more reliable data at. or slighlly below, 1. 

In reconciling acoustic theory with experimental acoustic energy losses of sound 
incident on the sea floor, it is usually necessary to assume values of attenuation at fre- 
quencies of interest for various sediment types and layers.   Such reconciliation has been 
successful in several studies (frequencies from 0.1 to 4 kHz) in which a first-power de- 
pendency of attenuation on frequency was assumed (ci;.. Rets. 46-49).   Cole concluded 
that the first-power dependency can be extended over the range 100 to 900 11/ 

Compressional velocity and attenuation data from Rets. 10 and II are possibly 
significant in determining the relationship between attenuation and frequency.  Schirmer, 
at a water depth of 20 m in the Baltic Sea, measured attenuations of 0.2 to 0.4 dB/m at 
1.0 to 1.4 kHz; an average velocity ratio (in sediment/in water) of 1,086 (1.05 to 1.14) 
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was mcusiirol in a core from the site.   Ulonska (Kef. 10), at a water depth ol 21 m in the 
Baltie Sea. measured (Station 32) a velocity ratio of 1.082 and attenuations of 50 to 58 
dB/m at 250 kHz.   Both sets of measurements were at about 2 m depth in the sea floor. 
The velocity ratios indicate the sediment types were about the same,   if a first-power 
dependency of attenuation on frequency is assumed, extrapolation of Ulonska's average 
data (54 dB/m at 250 kHz) to I kHz yields an attenuation of 0.22 dB/m (Schirmer 
measured 0.2 dB/m at I kHz). 

In a recent study of attenuation in quart/ sand in distilled water (which has been 
widely referenced). Hampton (Ref. 41) reported attenuation dependent on the square 
root of frequency.   The measurements do not support this conclusion.   The data (Ret.41. 
Fig. 9) are more in accord with a first-power dependency (as noted, also, by Mi/ikos in 
Kef. 50). 

The values of« which were measured, computed, and assumed above are close to 
that statistically computed by Attwell and Ramana (Ref. 45) for frequencies between I 
and 108 11/. /.c. O.'M 1.   Strick (Ref. 51) made a case that the dependence of attenuation 
on frequency should be close to. but less than. 1 to satisfy causality.    The writer believes 
the best of his experimental data are in fine sand off San Diego (// = 1.007 1 0.060). 
When these data are combined with Shumway's (Ref. 18) averaged data for fine sand. 
n =0.l)l)2 ± 0.065. 

Data listed in Tables I through 4 and in b are plotted in fig. 2 (frequency versus 
attenuation).   It can be seen that most of the data are consistent with an approximate 
first-power dependency of attenuation on frequency over a wide frequency range.   The 
upper and lower bounds of the data plot probably define the area in which most natural 
marine sediments will lie.   With regard to sediment type, the silt-clays lie in a narrow 
band at the lower side of the data plot, and very fine sands, silly sands, and sandy silts 
at the top.   I'xtrapolation of the silt-clay data to frequencies below I  kHz, using a first- 
power dependency, results in attenuation values in accord with the data of Bennett 
(Ref. 12; 40 to 900 Hz) and those of Tullos and Reid (Ref. 13: 50 to 400 11/). 

Two recent studies of complex rigidity and energy damping in artificial clays have 
important implications in determining parameters for elastic and viseoelastic models in 
saturated sediments.   Cohen (Ref. 17) measured both p und /^' in complex rigidity. 
(/i + in'), in artificial, laboratory sediments composed of kaolinite and bentonite in dis- 
tilled water, with and without a deflocculating agent.   Cohen demonstrated that both 
ju and iß' were independent of frequency in the range 8.6 to 43.2 kHz in flocculated 
clay; but when a deflocculating agent was added, the flocculated structure of the clay 
sediment dispersed, the material lost all rigidity, /J. and behaved as a Newtonian fluid in 
which there was viscous damping of wave energy that was linearly dependent on fre- 
quency. The addition of 35.5 ppt of NaCI caused reflocculation. and complex rigidity 
was the same as before.  Kri/.ek and franklin (Ref. 52). in studies of shear-wave energy 
damping in flocculated kaolinite in distilled water, demonstrated that l/y was independent 
of frequency in the range 0.1 to 30 11/. and that the stress-strain hysteresis loop for a given 
cycle was that of a linear viseoelastic medium. 
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The two studies noted above (Rets. 17 and 52> have several important implications 
for saturated clay sediments, at least in the frequency range covered (0.1 !l/ to 43 kHz), 
and probably at much higher frequencies: (I ) saturated, flocculated ch'y sediments re-
spond to shear-wave energy as linearly viscoelastic media; (2) the inu.-pendence of energy 
damping ( 1 ,QS = from frequency implies thr.t linear attenuation if shear waves 
should be proportional to the first power of frequency; and (3) suspe ls.ions (without 
flocculated structures) do not respond to wave energy as do flocculated clay structures, 
and almost all natural, high-porosity silt-clays have this general type of structure. 

Recent measurements of attenuation in water-saturated, natural sediments over 
the frequency range 3.5 to 1500 kll/ can be summarized as follows. Tables 1. 4. and 6 
list 25 values of the exponent of frequency. //. between 0.1)4 and 1.26; however, all but two 
of the values fall between 0.(>4 and I I I . The experimental evidence indicates that the 
dependence of attenuation on frequency is close toy 1 , and does not support any theory 
calling for a dependence of attenuation on o r . / H o w e v e r , as in the discussion of 
velocity dispersion, the case should not be overstated. As a reviewer pointed out. there 
is no single data set covering more than two orders ol magnitude in frequency. While 
these data are enough to show that the dependence of attenuation on frequency is more 
nearly/1 than /'•' or / - . it is not enough to verify an exact dependence. 

REVIEW OF ELASTIC AND VISCOELASTIC MODELS 

In the field of soil mechanics, large static or dynamic stresses have to be con-
sidered; and over the full range of stresses, sediments may be elastic, viscoelastic, or 
plastic. Yong and Warkcntin (Ref. 53. p. X0-()4) present a good discussion of the various 
models and elements within the models which describe this behavior. 

In the fields ot soil mechanics and foundation engineering, the llookean model 
and equations are commonly used for derivations of dynamic elastic constants and studies 
of vibrating loads ( e x . Rets. 2X. 31. 32. and 54-57). However, the dynamic moduli from 
most velocity data are for very small strains, on the order of about l() 6 . and corrections 
to moduli should be made for greater strains (Ref. 58 presents a correction curve). 

In the lields of physics and geophysics, studies of the elasticity of minerals and 
rocks have demonstrated that the elastic equations of the llookean system adequately 
define the velocities of compressional and shear waves. These equations are conveniently 
.nterrelatcd in a table by Birch (Ref. 23, p. 2206). This field has been summarized In 
Birch (Ref. 5()> and by Anderson and Lieberman (Ref. 60). Papers of special interest 
are by Christenscn (Refs. 61, 62). Brace (Refs. 63, '>4). and Simmons and Brace (Ref.65). 

The question of water movement relative to mineral frame is a critical key to 
whether or not the equations of elasticity can be used in studies of wave velocities in 
rock and sediments. If the pore water does not move significantly with respect to the 
solids, then the effective density of the medium is the sum of the mass of the water and 
the solids in a unit volume, there is negligible or no velocity dispersion, energy damping 
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is negligibly dependent or independent of frequency, and the equations of Hookean 
elasticity can be used to study wave velocities and elastic constants wiihm the frequency 
range in which these parameters are effective, unless attenuation is involved in the study. 
This is the "closed system" of Gassmann (Ref. 66). The "closed system." as a special 
case in studies of the elasticity or viseoelasticity of saturated porous media, has been 
noted in many experimental and theoretical studies (Refs. I1). 22. 23. 25. 31, 32. 42. 5(), 
65-81 ). 

Although the elastic equations of the Hookean model adequately account for wave 
velocities in most earth materials, tlu-y do not provide for wave-energy losses in these 
media. To account for energy losses, various anelastic (viscoelastic and "near-elastic") 
models and equations have been proposed. Viscoelastic models frequently favored are the 
Kelvin-Voigt, Maxwell, or some other combination of Hookean elastic springs and New-
tonian dashpots (see Ref. 53 for a concise resume), or some variation of Biot's models 
(Ref. 6X) in which a basic assumption involves movement of pore water of the Poiscuille 
type (at lower frequencies). 

In his various papers, Biot ( e x . Refs. 6K, 61)) discussed the full range of systems 
in which water within pore spaces does or does not move with the solids upon imposition 
of a small stress, such as that produced by a sound wave. In some of these acoustic 
models, this movement or flow of water through the sediment mineral structure was con-
sidered to be ol the Poiscuille type. In the last several decades, it has been determined 
that the simple (low equations of the Poiscuille type (derived from flow of water through 
tubes) do not hold lor real, in sitn sediments. These equations have to be consiuerably 
altered, even for clean sands, and are not applicable to relatively impermeable clays U'.fi.. 
Ref. 53). In other words, models based on Poiseuilie-type flow of pore vater are probably 
not applicable to natural sediments. 

One model which has been especially studied in connection with rocks and sedi-
ments is the Kelvin-Voigt model, in which, as originally defined, compressional-wave velocity 
varies with frequency; and attenuation, at frequencies of most interest in underwater 
acoustics and geophysics, increases with the square of frequency. White (Ref. 25. 
p. I 10-1 12) has a thorough discussion of theory and experimental evidence on this sub-
ject and concludes (p. 1 12) that neither velocity nor attenuation shows this frequency 
dependence and that the Voigt solid cannot be considered an adequate model of earth 
materials. The evidence of this report and earlier ones (Refs. 2 and I'M are in accord 
with this conclusion. 

A VISCOELASTIC MODEL FOR WATER-SATURATED 
SEDIMENTS 

In the absence of sufficient experimental evidence, it has been possible to con-
struct rather elegant theoretical approaches, altered—if necessary—by constants to fit 
available data. To derive such theoretical models, one must start with assumptions. In 
the case of water-saturated sediments, some of the less tenable of these assumptions have 
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kvn th.ii (I».ill vv;ilor->;iliir;ilal siHliinonls »re .iiiiilotsmis it) sus|vnsions ol nilnorul pur- 
lick'ü in HIIUIS: (2) all llic inincral ttarlick^ arc >plK,rcs: t.\) Poisvuillo How (tpcratcs in 
natural soiliinvnls; (4l |Hiro wtilcr navssarily mnxs relative to the mineral frame or sedi- 
ment slriictiire; ami (5) setliinenls lack rigidity, in which case the shear modiilns is zero, 
and Koissun's ralin is 0.5. 

All til the above assiiinptions are invalid in part or in whole.   I wo recent papers 
(Kelv } and I'M discuswd several aspects of \cdmienl structure and elasticity.   Some 
conclusions are pertinent    almost all saturated sedimenls have mineral particles which 
are not spheres; near suspensions are unusual; and almost all sediments have sufficient 
nindilx to allow transmission of shear waves.  As noted previously. Yonj! and Warkentin 
(Kef. 5.'» indicate I'oiseuille flow llhroutdi small lubes) «Iocs not hold for natural sediments. 

(iiven macroscopic isalropy, small, sinusoidal stresses. waveleniMhs much (.'realer 
than jsrain si/e. and lre(|uencies from a few hertz to at least several hundred kilohert/ 
land proKibly into the mepahcrt/ range for most natural sediments», some parameters 
in addition to those in the precediiif! paraiiraph are as noted m previous sections:  attenua- 
tion in decibels per linear measure is approximately dependent on the first power of fre- 
tpiency; and velocity dispersion, if present, is small.   Some relative movement of pore 
water and mincial frame cannot be excluded on the basis of present evidence, allhouyh 
the above parameters indicate that, if present, it should be small. 

■ he model proposed below is intended as a tentative, workni)! model. It should 
be emphusi/ed that other models are not excluded if they are within the slated parame- 
ters.   I he whole subject merits much more experimental and theoretical study. 

A model and concomitant e<|ualions within the parameters noted above is a case 
of linear viscoelasticity.   The basic etpiationsof linear viscoelasticity have been siimmari/ed 
in an excellent treatise by lerry (Kef. H2).   lor the model recommended in this paper, 
the basic equations (Kef. X}) have been discussed in different form, includint: neglect of 
negligible factors, in Kef'   :. 15. 52. «2 (pp. l>3. 4». 84 and K5. 

In the above model, the Lame elastic moduli n and X are replaced by complex 
moduli. Ip + ifi') and (X + i\'), in which /u. X. and density govern wave velocity, and the 
imaginary moduli, iß' and /X'.govern energy damping.   The following (Kef. X2. pp. 11-13) 
illustrate the stress-strain relations in this model.   Tor a sinusoidal wave, if the viscoelas- 
tic behavior is linear, the strain will be out of phase with stress.   The stress can he vec- 
torially decomposed into two components: one in phase with strain and one *>() deg out 
of phase.  I'or a shear wave, the complex stress/strain ratio is p* = p + ///.   The phase 
angle. <>. which expresses energy damping is. in this case:   tan 0 = p'/ß. 

The basic derivations of the above model are in Kefs. 25 and X2 and will not be 
repeated here.   Without assumptions as to negligible factors, the equations of the model 
in the form used by Mucker (in Kef. 2. p.4()4f>) or by Ferry (Kef. HI. p. lM. 41t>). reduce 
to the following for both compressional and shear waves (with some changes in notation). 
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lt|iiatioiis in\o|\iiii! eoinpressioiuil- ami shear-wave velocities in Kel. 2. or in 
Kef. 7<> are (in I errx's notation I: 

(X + 2») -• plf,i\ ~ rhlW + /-V Ol 

n    /^;'(l - /-Ml + /-,^-, do» 

where 

/• - til' liti 

X T I ame's constant 

p ; rigiiliky 

p - ileiisitv 

In I (|N. ('>> ami (10». the term (I - /-»'(I + /-V imlicates the decree of velocity 
ilispcrsion lor liiu'ar viscmiastic media. Wlien damping is small (defined ahove). this term 
is negligible ami can he dropped, as implied in Kef. X2. p.'M    This leaves the more 
familiar llookean etpiations 

& + lH)    (jl f, (III 

P - pT-' (13) 

Ihis means that if the factor( I - r-)/(I + r:): in I <|s. (l)) and (10) is considered 
negligible ami dropped, wave velocity. !/(/. ami the loj: decrement are independent of 
frci|iiency. and linear attenuation is proixtrtionul to the first power of frequency. 

Computations performed with the data of this report and from the literature indi- 
cate that IIIOM water-saturated rocks and sediments (pialify under the above definitions as 
media with ■'small damping.'"   Therefore. I (|s. (3). (4). (II). and (12) should apply to both 
water-saturated sediments and rocks.   However, those investigators who wish to include 
velocity ilispcrsion and 1 (J or a loj: decrement dependent on frequency can consider 
l.qs. O. (»)». and (10). 
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RILA HONSHU'S HITWIIN ATTINUAl ION AND OTHI R 
PROPIRTIIS 

hilrodiKiioii 

TIK- rolalioDships hclwccn iitU'iniiilion and oilier physical proporlios in saluratal 
scdiiiunUs arc of consklcniMc im|H)rUiiKV in ilclcrinmiiijs Mio causes ol'allcmiation and 
in selecting! appropriate anclaslic models.   In this section, various relationships will he 
hriel'ly noted and illustrated prior to discussions of the causes of attenuation. 

As discussed, attenuation in decibels per linear measure is approsimately dependent 
on the first power of I'reiiuency: thai is. in the equation a - A/", n is close to I.   It // is 
taken as I. the only variable in liic ecjualions lor various sediments is the constant A. This 
constant is particularly useful in relating attenuation toother sediment properties, such 
as grain si/e and porosity.   The relations between A and oilier physical properties }>ive an 
insight into the causes of attenuation, which allows prediction of attenuation (as disuosed 
in the last section) alter derivinji a value of A from its relationships with mean grain si/e 
and porosity. 

With an assumption that linear attenuation is dependent on the first power of fre- 
quency, values of A can be easily computed by dividing allenuation by frequency.   Ihis was 
done for all data in Tables I to 4 except as follows: ( h the values«>f A from Table I (Part A) 
were determined from the 14-kll/ measurements (considered most reliable): and (2) for 
three measurements in Table 4a which did not show a first-power dependency. A was de- 
termined from an attenuation computed at a frequency near the mid-range of the mea- 
surements.   These values of A were then plotted versus mean grain si/e and porosity in 
Tigs. }. 4. and 5. 

Relationships between A (or attenuation) and mean grain si/e. porosity, and dy- 
namic rigidity are illustrated and discussed in the following sections.   The data are for 
natural sediments; both in situ and laboratory measurements are included.   Averaged 
values from Tables I through 3 were used as primary data to establish regression equa- 
tions (in the figure captions), but the iiulividual measurements which were averaged are 
shown to better illustrate the trends and scatter of the data.   These regression equations 
arc included for use in predicting attenuation when grain si/e and porosity are known. 
'These equations are strictly empirical and are recommended only within the limiting 
values indicated.   The values of A so obtained are approximations, but it is predicted that 
most future measurements of attenuation will result in A values which fall within the indi- 
cated "envelopes." 

Attenuation and Grain Si/e 

When wavelengths approach grain size. Rayleigh scattering takes place, and attenua- 
tion is proportional to the fourth power of frequency.   This effect has been discussed by 
Knopoff and Porter (Ref. 86) in the case of granite.   Rayleigh scattering appears to be a 
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salnraloil sallnu'iils I I'aMcs l-4a);  soo k'\l.   Suliil svinlmls an' au'rajifd vain« lor il.ila 
oil'San Dii'g«:   iluniniuls-iydri-l 47(1; Inan^los-l'JSd; inu'rlfd Inanglcv-l'WO:   drdov- 
Slumiwav (Kef. IX), Table .?; upen syrnbuK-tlala in averauos; X-litoraliirc value fmni 
Table 4a.   Area between dashed lines:   predicted area within which must data slumld 
tall.   Reiiression eipialiDiis lor solid lines (tor data ol't' S;in Diego and seKvled literature 
wiliies-recomincnded for use In similar sedlmenls):   Coarse, medium, and line sand. In 
part (0 to 2.6^.): A  = (1.4556 +0.0245(1/.). I nie sand (in part», u-ry line sand, and mixed 
sl/es (2.6 to 4.5 <;i): k    0.ll)7S + 0.1 245('l/,). Mixed sizes (4.5 It) (>.().,•!): k ■ K.O.W - 
2.5228(1/,) +0.200')« (IM2. Sill-clavs (6.(1 to 9.5-,■>): k - 0.'J431 • 0.2041 (.1/,) + 0.0117(1/J2 

factor in Busby and Richardson's (Ret", 21) measurements of jilteiniation in the mejiahert/ 
range in sands.   I'or most sediments, Rayleifih scatterinji is not a factor to at least several 
hundred kilohert/, and probably into the meuaiiert/ raniic. 

I'igure 3 illustrates the relationships between the constant A (in n r A/ ' ) and mean 
grain si/e tor most of the sediments listed in  Tables 1 to 4,   Mean grain si/c is plotted in 
logarithmic phi units (^ = -log-, of izrain diameter in millimeters; see Ref. S7 for discus- 
sion). In studying llg, 3. one can easily translate k into linear attenuation in decibels per 
meter, because at any given freqiiency the only variable is A 
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Figure 3 illuslnitos the distinct dilTm'iKV between mean gruin size, M,, ami the 
constant A (or attenuation) in saiuls (/!/, = 0 to 4 0, or 1 to 0.0625 nun) and in the silt- 
clays (0 > 4).   In sands (I'ijis. } and 4), A increases gradually with 0 (or decreasing grain 
size) from coarse into line sands (to sibout 2.() 0), and then A increases rapidly into the 
finer sand sizes.  Other investigators have measured increased attenuation in sands with 
decreasing grain size (c.e . Kefs. S, IH. and 41, Fig. ')).  The maximum values of A are in 
very fine sand and in mixtures of sand, coarse silt, and clay U'.ft., silty sand, sandy sill) 
in the grain-size range of 3.5 to 4.5 0 (0.0') to 0.04 mm).   Fquivalent lower values of A 
are in coarser grained sand, in silt, and in finer sized sandy silt.  Attenuation decreases 
with decreasing grain size (increasing 0) from about 4.5 0 to about 6 0,and then gradually 
declines with decreasing grain size into fine silts and clays. 

A semi-log plot (using phi units: Fig. 3) tends to clarify relationships between 
grain size and other properties in the finer sizes (silt-clays), but obscures relationships in 
sands.   Therefore, mean grain size in millimeters is plotted versus A in Fig. 4.   Figure 4 
illustrates better than Fig. 3 the gradual increase of A from coarse and medium sand sizes 
into fine sands, and the marked increase in A from about 0.17 mm (2.6 0) into the finer 
sand sizes. 

Attenuation and Porosity 

Porosity varies with A (Fig. 5) in the same way that mean grain size varies with A 
(Figs. 3 and 4).   I'quivalent values of A are apt to be found in the coarser sizes of saiul 
and in higher porosity silts and sandy silts.   The highest values of A are in wry fine sands, 
silty sands and sandy silts in ihe porosity range of 50 to 54 percent.   In silt-clays. A de- 
creases with increasing porosity.   Shumway (Ref. IS, Fig. 6) indicates a similar variation 
between attenuation and porosity at frequencies between 20 and 40 kHz.   Relationships 
between grain size and porosity, as they affect attenuation, will be discussed in a section 
below. 

Attenuation and Dynamic Rigidity 

Figures 6 and 7 (reproduced from Ref. 1')) illustrate the probable viriations of 
computed values of dynamic rigidity, p, with grain size and porosity.   Com: irison of 
these figures with Figs. 3, 4, and 5 indicates that A and values of rigidity re ■"-'"•I in the 
same way to variations in grain size and porosity. 

PROPOSED PREDICTION METHOD 

CAUSES OF ATTENUATION 

Introduction 

In studies of the attenuation of compressional and shear waves in saturated porous 
media, there are usually two (or a combination of two) common viewpoints:   (I) a visco- 
elastic model is used in which pore water moves relative to mineral grains, and pore-water 
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viscosity and mcilia [XTincability arc tlomiiuint factors in viscous somui absorption; or 
(2) a linear viscoclastic. or "nearly clastic," model is favored in which attenuation is 
mostly, or entirely, due to internal friction (i.e.. energy is lost in intercrystallinc or inter- 
grain movements). 

The case has been made that in crustal rocks, both dry and saturated, internal 
friction is by far the most probable dominant process in wave-energy damping at seismic 
frequencies to at least several hundred kilohert/, and that viscous losses are probably 
negligible (c.,?.. Kefs. 25 and HH).  The writer believes, as discussed below, that internal 
friction is by far the dominant dissipativc process in water-saturated sediments. 

It is apparent from the present study that sands with grain-to-grain contacts and 
no cohesion (physicochemical net attraction) should be studied separately from silt-clays 
with cohesion and mineral particles probably separated by layers of adsorbed water. 
Consequently, the following discussion will deal separately with these two structural 
types.   The structures of these and other sediment types were reviewed in Reis. $ and I1). 
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Attenuntuin in Sand 

Study of atlcinwtiori in s;iiuls is of particular interest in Uelcrmining tlie anises of 
attenuation because these sediments are the most permeable, and viscous losses, it" present, 
should be higher in sand than in other sediment types.   On the other hand, if Irictional 
energy losses are dominant, the intergrain reactions to stress which cause altemiation 
should be related to the same complex factors which affect dynamic rigidity and static 
shear strength.   These factors will be briefly reviewed.   Reference I'*, a more extensive 
review, contains numerous references to items outlined below. 

Sands have grain-lo-grain contacts between mineral particles, and resistance to 
shear stress is related to sliding and rolling friction between grains, to the number of 
intergrain contacts, and interlocking between grains.   See Kef. 53 for a good resume. 

The number of interparlicle contacts m sands depends on gram M/C ami densitv of 
packing (i.e.. loose, dense, or—most frequently—an intermediale packmgl.   Al an\ given 
particle si/e. porosity is a measure of packing.   Interlocking of grains increases with 
density of packing and angularity of grains. 
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Laboratory experiments with clean quartz sand grains (St. Peter's or Ottawa sand) 
have indicated the following (Ref. 28): (1) at the same grain si/.c, dynamic rigidity in- 
creases with decreasing porosity in sands with round grains because of more interparticle 
contacts with denser packing; (2) at the same grain si/.e and porosity, sands with angular 
grains have higher dynamic rigidities and shear-wave velocities than sands with round 
grains because of interlocking between grains: and (3) at the same grain si/.e, increased 
angularity of grains (causing greater rigidity) can be more important than increases in 
porosity (causing lesser rigidity). 

The grains of natural marine sands are much more angular than those in St. Peter's 
or Ottawa sand at any given grain size.   In natural sands, angularity increases and sphericity 
decreases with decreasing grain si/.e (Ref. X1)).   Interlocking of grains should be greater 
when coarse silt particles are present. 

The discussion above and the conclusions presented in Ref. I') imply and predict 
for natural marine sediments: 

(1) Coarse sand has fewer intergrain contacts and the grains are rounder than in 
the finer si/.es; thus, dynamic rigidity should be a minimum in coarse sand 
because of lesser intergrain friction. 

(2) Dynamic rigidity should be less in sands composed of the highly rounded 
grains of St. Peter's or Ottawa sand than in natural sands of the same 
density, porosity, and grain size; thus tests with St. Peter's or Ottawa sand 
cannot always be directly related to natural sands. 

(3) llardin and Ricliart (Ref. 2S) observed that an increase in porosity will cause 
a decrease in rigidity.   This is only true in sands of the same grain si/.e and 
angularity. 

(4) In natural sands, porosity increases with finer sizes which have more numerous 
intergrain contacts and more angular grains, which may cause rigidity to in- 
crease with increasing porosity. 

(5) At some relatively fine sand-silt size, intergrain friction and interlocking will 
reach a maximum and rigidity will be at a high point for natural, uncemented 
sediments. 

((>)  When sand grains are no longer in contact because of increased amounts of 
fine silt and clay, intergrain friction and interlocking are no longer relatively 
effective and rigidity is mostly due to cohesion between finer particles. 

(7)  Cohesion between fine particles varies with the numerous factors discussed 
below: but. in general, cohesion and rigidity decrease with increasing porosity 
and decreasing grain si/e in higher porosity silt-days. 
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ligurcs (> and 7 illiislrutc llu pliciunuctui outlined ahovo.   <H llic vnuls. cttarv 
sand lias the least rigidity, and natural vnuN IKIVC hiulior nirklilus than rmind-gmiiu.'d 
St. Peter's sand.   Rijiidity iiureases sliarpK with deereasinu train M/e and increasing 
|X>rosit> to inavinidin values in \er\ tine sands, silly sands, and eoarse silts.   Ihese inavi- 
nuiin values ivf dynamic riuiditv oeeur helween mean «rain sizes of .V5 t»> 4.5 o (0 t)*> tt» 
'\04 nun) and porosities hetween 55 and <>() pereent.   In a density versus dynaink 
rij:idit\ plot (iu>l shown*, mavinuun riuiilities occur hetween densities of 1.7 and I .S 
jj'em'.   As trains become liner, rigidil) deereasi's with increasinj! |H)rosity and ileereasinj: 
ilensilv (I iu. 7) and deereasiii}! grain si/e (I ij:. (■>).   Scatter diagrams of percent sand size 
by weiuht versus rigidity (not shown» indicate maximum rigidity normally occurs when a 

sediment is composed ol about (>() to 65 percent sand by weight. 

Dynamic rigidity is a measure of resistance (friction and interlockinji hetween 
trains) to shearing forces, which tend to move grains.   If attenuation is due to energy lost 
by friction between grains, then rigidity and attenuation should vary because of the same 
factors.   However, as with rigidity, there is complex interaction between grain sizes, shapes, 
density of packing, or porosity. 

Mean grain size is an important factor in both rigidity and attenuation.   In coarse 
sands, the grains are larger and more rounded, intcrparticle contacts fewer, ami surface 
areas smaller, than in the finer sands.   Consequently, rigidity is relatively low in coarser 
grained sands; and when grains are moved   the fewer interparticle contacts produce only 
a small attenuation that can be attributet1 to friction (Figs. 3 and 4).   As grain size de- 
creases, the grains become more numerous in a unit volume, they are more angular, and 
consequently, have larger surface areas and more interparticle contacts.   Therefore, rigidity 
increases.   When grains are relatively moved, however, the more numerous interparticle 
contacts and greater surface areas result in greater energy losses.   This has been shown in 
the laboratory (c.,!,'.. Ref. 41, Fig. ')) and /// siin (this report and Kef. X). 

The change in rate of increase of A from coarser sands at about 2.6 p. or 0,1 7 mm. 
into the finer sand sizes (bigs. 3, 4) requires further discussion.   The change is apparently 
related to the relationships between grain size, porosity, and surface area, or the number 
of interparticle contacts. 

A semi-log plot of mean grain size (in phi units) versus porosity (Kef. .V fig. 2) 
indicates an almost linear relationship.   Tins type of plot obscures the real relationship, 
figure X. an arithmetic plot of grain size (in millimeters) versus porosity, illustrates ihe 
very gradual increase of porosity with decreasing grain size in the coarse and medium 
sand sizes, and the marked increase in porosity which occurs as grain sizes decrease from 
fine sands into the silt-clay sizes (porosities greater than about 60 percent).   There is 

much scatter in the relationships between grain size and porosity, because a( am given 
grain size, porosity varies with packing {i.e., dense, loose). 

If attenuation is related in energy lost in inlergrain friction, a critical factor in- 
volves the number of intergrain contacts, or surface areas involved, per unit volume.   If 
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GO 65 70 

Porosity, rwrceni 

7& 80 90 

I iiüiri' S.   Si'iliiiniii puroMlN  u'isiis IIUMII LT.IIII M/I-in inin.   Sv inhnK    III.IMHUUIS 

rrnin  l.iMis I .mil J  iiriK's-l.ihk' .', IKHII Ki'l   1 N; M|ii.iri's-lioiii Rrt. .1. 

jiriiin st/os tkvroawil wiilumt ;i ctuMipo in porosity  Iho moiv numerous coiit;uis shouKI 
lead to .in iiKTo.ise in atU'iiiialion.   11 porovitv iiKTcasoil wilhoul a cliaiijjc in izrain si/e. 
Ilio t'cvvvr inU'ijiiain aHitaets slioukl leatl to decivased alleniiation.   In course ami medium 
sands there is a relatively small increase in porosity with decrease in grain si/e dig. K|, 
As grain sizes decrease from 0.500 to 0,1 SO mm (I to 2.5 0). there is an increase in 
porosity of ahout 5 to f» percent, and. according to Shumway and Igelman (Ref. '>()). 
grain surface areas increase In ahout 240 percent.   Ironi 0.1X0 to 0.0M mm (2.5 lo4</>). 
porosity increases ahout '' to 10 percent, hut grain surface area increases hy ahout .^20 
percent.   In summary, as grain si/cs decrease from 0.500 to 0.0M mm (I to 4 01 there is 
an increase ol ahout  15 percent porosity, hut grain surface areas increase on the order of 
<)()() to 700 percent.   If attenuation is due to energy lost hetween mineral particles in 
contact, then the increase in surface area (more mineral particles in contact in a unit 
volume I should cause increased attenuation (A higher) which is not offset hy greater 
porosity.   In addition, the rale of increase in attenuation should he less from 0.500 to 
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O.IKO mm (cuarso-inciliuin sand into line sand» than llu- rale Inuii ahoul 0.180 nun inlti 
liii r si/cs (Iho incrcasal raU- acltulh ounrs at abmil 0.17 mm: I ipv 3. 4l. 

Iitiinv } i|V)ro\ii\ vcrMi!» k i illustralcs fliese same rclalk»nshi|>\:  A iiurcaH's jiradu- 
l\ as poncilv nuri-asis Iroin .VS to ahmil 47 IKTCCIII, and then iiuroaM's sharply from 

- is |x>rosit> range to porosities ol ahont 52 ivrcent.   Tfiese increases in atleinialion with 
.iiereasinj; |x>r()sil\ in sands are related tiiroujrii {irain si/e and the more mimennis par- 
ticles and greater grain surface areas, as discussed above. 

Attenuation in Fine Silts and Clays 

In fine silts and clays, shear stivngth. dynamic rigidity, and attenuatioii are ap- 
parently related to cohesion hetwecn fine particles.   Cohesion is the resistance to shear 
stress which can he mobilized between adjacent fine particles which stick, or cohere, to 
each other.   Cohesion is considered to be an inherent properly of fine-grained, clayey 
sediments which is independent of stress; it is caused by physicochemical forces of an 
inlerparticle. intermolecular. and inlergiaiuilar nature.   This subject is reviewed in Ref. I(>. 
which contains inimcroiis references to the following items.   Clay particles may not be in 
contact; they are apparently surrounded by layers of adsorbed water through which they 
interact with other particles.   The amount of pore water, the distance between particles, 
and the number of interparticle contacts are important influences on cohesion.   Al points 
of near contact between clay particles, there is often bonding akin to cementation, espe- 
cially in the presence of iron oxides, calcium, silica, and other minerals in solution in 
interstitial waters.   Where sediments have been exposed to overburden pressures, there is 
apt to be pressure-point solution and redeposition.   The structure of the mass of clay 
particles is important; for example, it has been demonstrated that the flocculated, or 
"cardhouse" structure (Ref. 3, lig. Id I is the strongest.   Fliese structures are largely de- 
termined by interparticle forces ami the number of inlerparticle contacts.   Differing clay 
minerals affect cohesion because of particle si/e and differing interparticle forces; for 
example. Na-montmorillonite has stronger cohesive bonds than kaolinite.   Shear stress in 
clayey sediments occurs belvv,' n particles and not through them; near-contact points will 
deform elastically or plastically (depending on stresst by an amount to sustain the effec- 
tive stress.   Homogeneous clays are practically impervious; for example, the coefficient 
of permeabilitv (centimeters per second) in clean sand is of the order of 10"-. whereas 
this coefficient in homogeneous clay is of the order of 10s (Ref. '>! I. 

The highest attenuation in marine sediments is in very line sand and coarse silt 
and in mixtures of sand ami sill.   As grain sizes become smaller, the sand and coarser silt 
grains become fewer ami separated, and relative movement between grains is controlled 
by complex interparticle forces (cohesion).  Cohesion, dynamic rigidity, and altenuation 
become less as grain si/es decrease and porosities increase to the level of high-porosity 
sill-clays.   These effects are apparently due to the same causes:  the strength of interpar- 
ticle. net attractive forces ami the number of interparticle contacts.   These forces become 
weaker and contacts fewer with higher porosities, given the same mineral and structural 
type. 
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In the curves rcLitint! k to porosity, the slurp inllivlion which occurs at about 
<»5 percent (l;ig. 5) and at a mean grain si/o ol about ft^(0.4)1 dmm: I it's. .<. 4niuli- 
calcs the probable ranjic of porosity and moan urain si/c where the ^ixiration i»! larger 
grains (sand and silt) occurs.   Mci'ann and Mdami (Rel". S> also selected <» <> as the gram 
si/e at which interparticle forces become dominant. 

It is important in studies of attenuation in clay-water systems tu understand the 
different mineral structures,   (lay. in the presence ol an electrolyte )cv. seawater», forms 
flocculated structures which have a finite rigidil\ ami Inmsmit shear waves (see Ref. I*'!. 
When this flocculated structure is dispersed and the physicochemical Hnnds are hroken. 
the mixture is an actual or near suspension.   Attenuation in dispersed or flocculated clay- 

water systems is distinctly different.   Cohen (Ref. 17) demonstrated that hoth n and iß' 
were essentially independent of frequency in flocculated kaolinite in distilled water; but 
when a deflocculating agent was added, the mixture lost rigidity, n. and behaved as a 
Newtonian fluid,   This means that \ IQ for shear stresses (//'/j) was iiulependent of fre- 
quency, and atteiuiation dependent on the first power of frequency in the flocculated 
structure; but in the dispersed mixture, attenuation was dependent on,/2.   When Cohen 
added NaCI. the mixture ret'locculated and complex rigidity was the same as before. 
!)e Craft-Johnson (Rel. l)2) experimentally showed that dispersed clay structure's have 
higher log decrements than flocculated structures at the same water content.   McCann 
(Ref. 93) explained this effect theoretically.   I'xcept as an approach to understanding 
theory, experimental data on attenuation in dispersed day-water systems are not appli- 
cable to almost all marine sediments. 

The data listed in the tables and plotted in the figures do not include attenuation 
in calcareous sediments.   There is a small amount of evidence which indicates that high- 
porosity calcareous "oo/es" may have higher attenuation values than sediments formed 

by clay minerals of the same general porosity and grain si/e.   This might be due to the 
nature of interparticle bonds and the presence of Ibniminiferal tests in the calcareous 
oo/es. 

[■fleets of Wetting 

When a dry sand is wetted, shear velocity and rigidity are both reduced (Ref. I1). 
I igs. H and lK and Ref. 2H). and the log decrement increases (Ref. 5(\).   I'ilbeam and 
Vaisnys (Ref. 'Ml also noted that lubrication of grains in a granular aggregate generally 
increased relative energy losses.   The role of rigidity can be seen by substituting (p/p)' 
for l[ in I q. (4). 

Dynamic rigidity is less in wet sand than in dry, apparently because lubrication 
allows grains to move under less shear stress (Ref. 2H).   Rigidity is als») less in saturated 
porous rock than in dry rock (Rel. 1'5). p. 57S).   Ilardin and Richart noted that a mere 
1.4 percent increase in water content can reduce rigidity by as much as 15 percen?.   I'x- 

perimentally, the log decrement of shear waves in sand and rock increases upon wetting 
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(Reis. 5(> and 95>. hui shcar-wavv «vkicily deacases because of ihc dccreasv in ripidily. 
I)ci)sii\ would increase with wotlint!.   TIUIN. all factors in l«|. < I3> result in increasi' in 
u, «aller wollingl at any given frequency.   A variation of lx\. (4l. \ - «1,1',//. indicates 
tlut the inaoaw in Iho ioj: decroinenl u|ion wcltiii}! is due entirely to the increase in us. 
hecjusi* l\ decreases.   The apparent reason for the increase in attenuation of shear waves 
upon wetting or lubrication is that, given the same grain si/e and porosity (or the same 
number of interparticle contacts), the reduced rigidity allows greater slippage of grains 
under any given shear stress, resulting in greater energy losses because of greater inter- 
grain friction. 

Lffects of Pressure 

Although attenuation decreases witli increasing effective pressure (/.<'., overburden 
pressure), us discussed below, it is believed that the laboratory and in situ measurements 
of this report are comparable because of the low or negligible pressures involved. This 
was also a conclusion of McCann and McCann (Ref. 8) after comparing their /// situ mea- 
surements, at depths of 2 m in sediments, with the laboratory measurements of Shumway 
(Ref. 18).  The /// situ measurements using probes (listed in Tables I-4a) were at sediment 
depths from about 0.3 to 2 m; thus, effective pressures were very small.   Laboratory 
samples had negligible effective pressures.   Consequently, the data and conclusions of this 
report are concerned with surficial sediments under very low, or negligible effective pres- 
sures.   Some of the measurements at seismic frequencies in Table 4b involved greater 
effective (overburden) pressures, but these were not involved in calculations of equations 
relating attenuation and frequency. 

Increase of effective pressure increases rigklity and shear- and compressional-wave 
velocity in rocks (Kefs. 5') and %) and sand (Reis. I') and 28); but in both rocks and 
sand, attenuation anil log decrement decrease (for rocks, see Refs. 97, c)8, W; for sand, 
Refs. 27 anil 5f>).   As various authors have noted, these effects are apparently due to 
pressure effects on grain elastic moduli and grains in harder contact, a situation that otters 
greater resistance to shear stress (shear modulus, or rigidity, greater), but allows less inter- 
grain movement, which constraint reduces energy loss through intergrain friction (attenua- 
tion less). 

PRLDKTION 01 (OMI'RI SSIONAL-WAVli ATTtNDATION 

Estimation or prediction of compressional-wave attenuation in saturated sediments 
is of considerable importance in geophysics and underwater acoustics.   The relationships 
between attenuation (as expressed by the constant A) and grain si/e and porosity pre- 
viously discussed and illustrated digs. ^, 4, and 5) afford a very simple method for pre- 
diction of approximate values of attenuation at most frequencies of interest in geophysics 
and underwater acoustics in all major sediment types (with the possible exception of cal- 
careous sediments). 
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In this report, attciuuitiun is related to frequency in the t'orin 

a = A/ " (I) 

where 

a is attenuation. dB in 
/ is I'retineney, kHz 

The case has been made that the exponent of frequency, n. is close to I.   If// is taken 
as I. the only variable in the equation is the constant A.   This constant varies with mean 
grain si/e digs. 3 and 4) or porosity (Fig. 5). 

Mean grain si/e of a sediment can be easily iletennined in both wet and dr\ sedi- 
ment; porosity can be determined in saturated materials    In the absence of measurements, 
both properties can be predicted, given general environment and predicted sediment type. 
References 3 and 100 discussed and listed averages of these properties for various sedi- 
ment types in the major environments and discussed methods of prediction.   Technically, 
porosity should be a better index of attenuation because it is a better measure of the 
number of interpartiele contacts (at the same grain si/e. the degree of packing determines 
porosity and the number of interpartiele contacts). 

The method for estimating or predicting approximate values of attenuation (given 
mean grain si/e or porosity! follows: a numerical example is included: 

(I )   Determine or predict mean grain si/e or porosity of the sediment. 

1-xample:   mean grain si/e. .1/, ~ 7.5 0. 

(2) Refer to the mean grain si/e or porosity versus A diagram (Figs. X 4. 5). and 

determine the value of A.   Regression «{nations for these data are listed in 
the figure captions. 

r.xample:   Tig. .1 (mean grain si/e versusA diagram) yields:   A = 0.07. 

(3) Insert A into Fq. (I). reproduced above. 

Example:   insertion of the value of A yields:  a = 0.07/ ' 

(4) Compute attenuation (in dB/m) at the desired frequency (kli/l 

The experimental evidence indicates that the exponent of frequency probably 
varies in saturated sediments between 0.1) and I.I.  Theoretically, or statistically, the 
value might be slightly less than I (Kefs. 45  and 51).   Use of a value of A. assuming // 
is I (rather than 0.9 or I.I). results in small differences in computed attenuation at lower 
frequencies, those of most interest in geophysics and underwater acoustics.   For example. 
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j| } kll/. it 0.07 is lala'ii ;is k. uiul '/ i> v.irial bclwccn 0.1>, 1.0. aiul I.I. the compulal 
altcnuations in- 0.1'). 0.21. aiul 1)23 tIB in; al t = 50 11/. the values of attenuation are 
0.005. 0.004. and 0.003 tlB/m.   In a tine saiul. if A is 0.5. the values of attenuation at 
3 kll/ (aiul /; = 0.1>. 1.0. ami I.I l are 1.34. 1.50. ami l.(>7 dB/m; at 50 11/. atteiUKitimrs 
are 0.034. 0.025. ami 0.01«) dB in. 
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